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Orientation Session

RDPS Guest Lecture Hall

10 April 2017, Monday
11.50 a.m - 1.55 p.m

Students of class IX and X (A-D)
Students'Workshop
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Name of the Activity
Venue
Date & Day
Duration
Attended by
File Accession Dossier

Submitted to; Principal

Prepared by: Ms. Nehb Gupt" \ny

OBJECTIVES;

. To acquaint the students with Goal Setting, Skills and Evaluation System.

. To facilitate students to develop necessary competencies.

. To apprise students of effective study skills,

DESCRIPTION:

"Fttture orientation is combined with a notion and expectation of progress and nothing is
impossible"
Keeptng the same perspective in mind, motivational session embarked to focus on students'goals in

both scholastic and co-scholastic areas. Students were apprised of the importance of three A's viz
Aim, Action and Achievement and latest assessment practices. The school principal, Ms. Anjali
Kotnala shared valuable points regarding latest evaluation procedures and also cited an assortment
of examples.

Students were also encouraged to plan accordingly so as to maintain regularity with sincere devotion
to achieve success. Students were urged to set a specific aoal for themselves to achieve their
aspirattons. Importance of note-making and completing the task on time was also highlighted. They
were suggested to utilize the school infrastructure to its optimum and approach teachers iiberally ior
academic and emotional support.

Furthermore, she suggested to be careful while gaining right kind knowledge and she even shared

the strategies for effective use of time and resources by making study circles. She guided the
students to make the best use of their abilities. The students were acquainted with apt strategies to

be adopted for studying and to excel in various areas of learning. In retrospect, the session proved

to be very insightful and informative which broadened the horizon of the students with respect to
their academic and extra-curricular pursuits.
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